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" They say, I say" Response In the small excerpt of They say, I say Gerald 

Graff and Cathy Bernstein both explain a very intelligent and easy way of 

communicating to others. Through their process, one may transfer ideas and 

opinions In a Interesting and simple manner. Both authors mainly focus on 

the aspect of writing, however, their methods can certainly be used through 

speech and In any ordinary conversation. This process is used for 

argumentative writing In which you would agree or disagree with a certain 

topic. 

The perception of the topic by one person or group of people Is Introduced, 

also known as the " they say", followed by your pollen which Is the " l say'. 

Hence the title, and also simple templates are provided that follow this 

pattern. The purpose for this structure Is to connect with the " they" by 

recognizing and responding to their statements. Whether you agree with 

their views or not, you use their words to lampposts your voice and broach 

your mind on the subject. Moreover, there are always two sides to an 

argument, and the occasional neutral zone. 

Arguments seem to consist of each side trying to persuade the other to 

accept heir viewpoints and prove they are right. They usually start with 

someone provoking another with their beliefs and the rest just becomes a 

verbal war. In school, the traditional five-paragraph essays are used to 

develop a position and support the that stance with evidence; however, it is 

not considered an argumentative paper because there is not a opposite side 

provoking the writer. It is not only how you prove your views, but how you 

can identify and challenge the contradicting arguments. 
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There needs to be a matador that aggravates the bull. There has to be a " 

they say*' In order for your argument to be understood. The content of your 

side would still be heard, but the purpose of stating it would be unclear. So 

the " they say' is used as the foundation which the " l say" is built upon, and 

therefore using others' voices to help initiate your ideas. After the " they say"

say is established, it is easy to support the same views or Just confront them.

That is why using the ordinary five paragraph form with a thesis and 

evidence does not carry the same message as Graff and Braininess's 

method. 

Furthermore, the next goal that was to be achieve through the book Is to 

motivate and create intuitive mind that would engage In debates. The 

authors call It " putting In your oars. " Instead of observing the conversations

or Just passively listening to everyone's opinions, it is our Job to dive Into the 

pool of beliefs and state how we feel or think. We don't Just ignore 

everyone's views that are against us, but Instead we assaulted their 

thoughts then respond critically. Opening the door to new Ideas starts with 

your action to participate In controversial talks and listening to the efferent 

viewpoints. 

Even If we don't agree, It Is Important to consider the fact that It may be 

right. Sometimes our own view need guidance and some assessment, and 

others' may have what we are looking for. The authors of They say, I say did 

an excellent job creating a structure to writing that helps display our 

opinions while testing the ones of others. Through the templates and the 

quotes, it made writing seem like any other everyday task. I now get my 
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message across. Putting my oar into conversations is like casting a hook for 

a fish, it helps lure new views and perspectives that may change my mind. 
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